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                         Série : G 
            Epreuve du 1er groupe 
 

ANSWER KEY 
 
I COMPREHENSION    (08 Marks) 
 

A/ c. Mobile revolution                 0.5 mark 
 

B. Say whether following statements true or false      03 marks = (0.5 x 6) 
1. True “their impact……………for change in Africa  
2. False “…………. Was a sure measure of wealth and power: …………….toy”. 
3. True…………….. “call charges astronomical”. “……… .wealth and power”. 
4. False “…………….have fallen …………..telephone calls. 
5. True “…………….the boom has made new…………….entrepreneurs. 
6. False “ the key to success is scale. Big networks cost big money…………rivals. 
 

C/ Matching             0.5 marks = (0,25 x 2) 
a. Astronomical 
b.  Scale 

 

D Word formation               03 marks =( 0.5 x 6) 
 

Verb Adjective Noun 
a) Complete Competitive competition 
b) Explode  Explosive Explosion 
c) Die Dead Death 
 

E Chart                01 mark =( 0.25 x 4) 
 

Mobile phones ten years ago Mobile phones today 
1) Tiny networks Big networks 
2. mobile user : a plutocrat Mobile user :a / Market trader 

 b / Taxi driver or street hawker 
3. call charges : Astronomical Call charges : rather cheap 
 
II  LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE  (06 points) 
 

1. Ask questions               02 marks =( 0.5 x 4) 
a. How far is Kisangani from Kinshasa? 
b. What did Sarah fly to the big city for? or Why did Salma fly to the big city? 
c. How long does the play last? 
d. Why did Salif miss the bus? 
 

2. Choose the best item :            01 mark =( 0.25 x 6) 
e /  a therefore 
f /  c. when 
g / b. since 
h / c. how long 

 

3 Rewriting                  03 marks =( 01 x 3) 
a. William Butcher said that  the first generation of mobile phone operators had really been 
buccaneers. or William Butcher said that………………………………..were really buccaneers. 
c. A new generation of TV sets is being advertised.……………………………………………… 
d. This institution is worth sponsoring 
e. Instead of go to a restaurant, they ate………………………………………………… 

 
III  ESSAY      (06 marks) 
Content: 03 marks         Coherence: 01 mark        Grammar: 01 mark         Vocabulary: 01 mark 
 


